
A recent signing of an accession protocol at NATO headquarters in Brussels has cleared the way for the 

30 member nations of NATO to vote to include Sweden and Finland in that alliance. We use this news as 

an occasion to consider what we can learn from what the Bible says about alliances.  

If you'd prefer a different topic, look at our second lesson, which concerns the recent U.S. Supreme 

Court decision regarding a high school football coach who knelt to pray on the 50-yard line after games. 

We explore the nature of public prayer and how authority figures exercise the power accorded to them 

by virtue of their positions in society. 
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In the News 

On July 5, the 30 allied countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) signed an accession 

protocol for Finland and Sweden, allowing them to join the nuclear-armed alliance once legislatures in 

each of the 30 countries ratify the decision -- actions that could take several months to complete.  

Observers call the move the most significant expansion of the alliance since the 1990s. 

NATO is a defensive military alliance formed in 1949 by 12 countries including the United States, UK and 

France to counter the threat of postwar Soviet Russian expansion in Europe. Eighteen more countries 

joined during various enlargement rounds. 

Article 5 of NATO's treaty is a common security guarantee that states that an attack on one member is 

an attack on all and commits members to defend each other in the event of armed aggression. 

Neither Finland nor Sweden had joined the alliance previously to avoid an unnecessary provocation of 

Moscow, which is seen as a major regional power. Both countries long pursued policies of neutrality, 

and then, after becoming part of the EU, of nonalignment (not formally aligned with or against any 

major power bloc). 

Finland especially had practical concerns since it shares an 810-mile border with Russia. Finland's army 

twice fought off Soviet forces during World War II, ceding about 10% of its territory. 

Sweden's opposition to NATO membership was more ideological. Its foreign policy following the Second 

World War has focused on multilateral dialogue and nuclear disarmament. Sweden has sought to be a 

mediator on the international stage. 

Russia's aggression toward Ukraine has brought about a change of posture for both Finland and Sweden, 

and both recently applied for NATO membership. Both countries have now formally confirmed their 



willingness and ability to meet the political, legal and military obligations and commitments of NATO 

membership. 

Initially, their membership applications were blocked by Turkey, a NATO member nation, which accused 

the two countries of providing support to two Kurdish groups that Turkey has designated as terrorist 

organizations. However, Turkey withdrew its opposition once Finland and Sweden agreed to do more to 

fight terrorism. 

After the signing of the protocol on July 5, NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg, alongside the 

foreign ministers of the two countries, said, "This is truly an historic moment. With 32 nations around 

the table, we will be even stronger." 

The protocol means Finland and Sweden can participate in NATO meetings and have greater access to 

intelligence, but until the protocol is ratified by all the member nations, the two countries will not be 

protected by the NATO defense clause. 

Not surprisingly, Moscow has repeatedly warned Sweden and Finland against joining NATO.  Russian 

officials have said that the "serious military and political consequences" of such a move would oblige 

Russia to take "retaliatory steps" to "restore military balance" by strengthening its defenses in the Baltic 

states, including threats to deploy nuclear weapons (which observers found strange, since Russia has 

long had nuclear weapons deployed in the Baltic region). 

So far, Russian leader Vladimir Putin himself has sounded less threatening about Sweden and Finland's 

moves. "Russia has no problems with these states," Putin said, adding that the expansion of NATO "does 

not pose a direct threat to Russia." 

In a discussion of this topic among the TWW team, member John Coulson reminded the team that 

alliances like NATO are a two-edged sword. "It is often good policy to stand with like-minded countries 

as a deterrent against aggression," Coulson said. "However, it does obligate us to treat an attack on one 

member country as an attack on oneself," he said. 

"In my opinion, deterrence is really the key. You have to make sure that the aggressor knows that [you] 

are serious so they don't try something," Coulson said. "If the deterrent does not work, then the 

situation escalates very quickly because of the commitments." 

World War I is sometimes cited as an example of alliance obligations enlarging the conflict. Some 

historians say that if there hadn't been alliances, the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand would 

have only caused a war between Serbia and Austria-Hungary. Because of alliances, however, Russia 

came to aid Serbia and that led Germany to declare war on Russia. Eventually the other countries with 

alliances joined the conflict. 

More on this story can be found at these links: 

Finland, Sweden Sign to Join NATO but Need Ratification. Reuters 

Sweden and Finland Are on the Cusp of Joining NATO. Here's Why That Matters, and What Comes 

http://url6748.thewiredword.com/ls/click?upn=FXq18njYKHucetmqt-2BDlqwVIweqAd1Go1W-2FXseTeB0WwGn-2BvjnZiD3Jjuh-2BglgBYqmX9FAv1URjHxUFOmIreITacrbASflfc-2Fo0fHhCwgOAK2qvvaSFHZ-2BvWy3hvxHP64JFLSC9gjm1J3HqYpMZ85Cn2SzYJeX-2FcOcJtVZ-2BQvgE-3DQUFR_zQBgof9CtO-2BBjtBEYlT-2BpNxXcnaPj9tmX9-2B3ammZr4sKQNHVEuKHp8B-2FiYP6k7t2nkDq8zJabCUJPjeYm5-2BNMW7-2BYYspG7i4YTyS5l1BIotXUf8iVTf-2BemVUn-2FvmWJ49fqCH48AHXxBKKqGIH2VxPxPcU6TIFWfGIItNbnNFPYVw-2BVwKIb8DZdOnWZXP3dkuOo4DmGTkNzII-2FvAQY0vVCZYGn-2BcW7tnuuIsF1D-2Bxwmkt1BbAxdSM5kkHGPbDJB0-2BQ73lBUrZWbe8tX2KQfxbkPFWZCuGcxndSGqtO2J5hSDzcKaRrtIJSAqkHtVyGXTp5Pnwm71l0I1i4zTpUT2z3C07G9f87hAcjUZiwwkaOu6XS5HX9YMVHvcrG3Y90qd0XghpxXIj0ZqeL3YyHEK0xdTyOZ7M4914N48LFkAIGYNkTVFjPsQ88cuNqcPtrr6ZeVLbBoNBIlLO97o4ngj0dz7ips2-2BYOPtCsSR0OGDO3k-3D
http://url6748.thewiredword.com/ls/click?upn=FXq18njYKHucetmqt-2BDlq1j9UQ7IOeHujKc1eD8E88nQEiCy0Jm6bl1dRR0wjPVsJeLoSFK2pra9H27z8PEC3I1ErYKUnNzuqx1iqnH2Q9B6roK9IBSSxVYgjRBD8vDI8UE0jcRwi3X1YHQVK-2B8x8g-3D-3DMUCp_zQBgof9CtO-2BBjtBEYlT-2BpNxXcnaPj9tmX9-2B3ammZr4sKQNHVEuKHp8B-2FiYP6k7t2nkDq8zJabCUJPjeYm5-2BNMW7-2BYYspG7i4YTyS5l1BIotXUf8iVTf-2BemVUn-2FvmWJ49fqCH48AHXxBKKqGIH2VxPxPcU6TIFWfGIItNbnNFPYVw-2BVwKIb8DZdOnWZXP3dkuOo4DmGTkNzII-2FvAQY0vVCZYGn-2BcW7tnuuIsF1D-2Bxwmkt1BbAxdSM5kkHGPbDJB0-2BQ73lBUrZWbe8tX2KQfxbkGPavqexiXpfiZq0EA-2F-2FMTfsQ1I3XpoUCRaFB8ksyRo-2FP0Ap7PwLWP4nt-2FPULPmOzRZTbyPv9qejoR6Yxf9w3kc1fOnz0745uYtO6DtbeemOSvzUDvunXgt52WCs5F23mU39lm806M-2BB6ADJkzs-2FMud2yvougrU-2BR9JVThmVYpl6iyFI2OhUr9YVdLicGMX2rsVL59Fwp7DwwRmhA84w-2BBc-3D


Next. CNN 

Why Are Sweden and Finland Not Yet in NATO and Does the Alliance Want Them? The Guardian 

Finland and Sweden Belong in NATO, National Review 

NATO Gets a Big New Border With Russia in Major Expansion. The Washington Times 

Applying the News Story  

Most of us are not directly connected with alliance making on the multinational level but we may be 

involved with, opposed to or affected by more alliances in daily life than may at first come to mind. 

When, for example, have you warned a young person to avoid "the wrong crowd"? When have you 

joined with others to champion -- or oppose -- a social issue? When has the term "strange bedfellows" 

occurred to you when you were involved in an interest group? 

The Bible has some things to say about alliances, but as the scripture passages below will illustrate, 

there is no single "biblical position" on alliance making. Rather the Bible's advice and admonitions on 

this topic are tempered by the situations being addressed. 

So we look to the scripture for the wisdom it offers for application to the circumstances of our lives 

when working in-team with others or deliberately staying separate from them. 

The Big Questions 

1. When have you been helped by having an ally? When has an ally ended up making the problem 

worse? 

2. To what degree might a congregation be thought of as an alliance of believers? What are the 

implications of that? When might that be considered a positive? When might it be considered a 

negative? 

3. What do you make of biblical advice that is not the same for every situation even when those 

situations have similar dynamics? What might the lesson of that be? 

4. Given a choice of anyone you've never personally met, whom would you like to invite to help you 

better some problem in society? Why? Given the same choice, whom would you not want to invite? 

Why? 

5. When, if ever, did you discover that you had an ally you never expected would be supportive of you in 

any way? In turn, have you ever found yourself becoming an ally of someone with whom you've long 

disagreed? What did you learn from either experience? 

Confronting the News With Scripture and Hope 

Here are some Bible verses to guide your discussion: 

Ecclesiastes 4:9-12 

Two are better than one because they have a good reward for their toil. For if they fall, one will lift up the 

other, but woe to one who is alone and falls and does not have another to help. Again, if two lie 
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together, they keep warm, but how can one keep warm alone? And though one might prevail against 

another, two will withstand one. A threefold cord is not quickly broken. (No context needed.) 

This passage comes as a general observation of the positive value of companionship, marriage, 

teamwork and even alliances. The three-stranded cord suggests that alliances don't have to be limited 

to two parties. Altogether, these verses offer a positive alternative to the envy-driven rivalry declared 

absurd in 4:4. 

Questions: When has life shown you the value of two being better than one? When is the opposite 

true? When has a "threefold cord" enabled you to break through a problem? 

Isaiah 31:1, 3 

Woe to those who go down to Egypt for help 

    and who rely on horses, 

who trust in chariots because they are many 

    and in horsemen because they are very strong, 

but do not look to the Holy One of Israel 

    or consult the LORD! … 

The Egyptians are human and not God; 

    their horses are flesh and not spirit. 

When the LORD stretches out his hand, 

    the helper will stumble, and the one helped will fall, 

    and they will all perish together. 

(For context, read Isaiah 31:1-9. For a fuller context, you may also wish to read Isaiah 30.) 

Isaiah 30 and 31 deal with the crisis Jerusalem faced in 705-701 B.C. from the Assyrians who were 

advancing in the region, including the events reported in Isaiah 36-37. Because of the threat, Judah's 

King Hezekiah considered negotiating an alliance with Egypt against Assyria (see 36:6). 

From the point of view of international politics, we can see why Egypt would encourage an alliance. It 

was to Egypt's advantage to set up buffer states that would at the very least slow the Assyrian advance 

toward Egypt, and force the Assyrian army to burn up resources and stretch out its supply lines. By the 

same token, we can understand why Judah would seek shelter under the wing of Egypt against the 

Assyrians, but small states often pay the price for struggles among the dominant powers. 

The prophet Isaiah, however, had a word from the Lord, which he speaks plainly in chapter 31, 

especially in the verses quoted above. In short, Isaiah announced that reliance on Egypt would lead to 

disaster and that instead, Judah should rely on the help of the Lord. Hezekiah heeded Isaiah's words, 

and in the end, when the Assyrians showed up to attack Jerusalem, they were mysteriously wiped out 

during the night by an angel of the Lord (see 2 Kings 19:35-36.)  

The Bible does not say that military alliances are always wrong. This story about Isaiah and Hezekiah 

illustrates that in this particular case, however, God wanted Judah to rely only on the help of the Lord 
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and avoid entangling itself in Egypt's circumstances. In fact, Egypt suffered a severe defeat by the 

Assyrians a few years later. 

Questions: What is the difference between the times you rely solely upon God as your champion versus 

when you rely upon something or someone else for support? Why?What lessons for ourselves might we 

learn from Isaiah's prophecy to Hezekiah? How broadly should we apply those lessons?  

2 Corinthians 6:14 

Do not be mismatched with unbelievers. For what do righteousness and lawlessness have in common? Or 

what partnership is there between light and darkness? (For context, read 2 Corinthians 6:14--7:1.) 

1 Corinthians 7:15-16 

… It is to peace that God has called us. Wife, for all you know, you might save your husband. Husband, 

for all you know, you might save your wife. (For context, read 1 Corinthians 7:12-16.) 

The apostle Paul is the author of both 1 and 2 Corinthians, but as these two verses illustrate, Paul did 

not give the same advice for every situation that had similar dynamics. 

In the 2 Corinthians verse above, and in the context verses that go with it, Paul seems to be calling for 

followers of Jesus to separate themselves from those who don't believe in Jesus. Oddly, 6:14--7:1 seems 

almost an interrupting aside to Paul's words in both 6:13 and 7:2 about having open and welcoming 

hearts. Yet, something going on in the Corinthian church led Paul to call for no alliance with unbelievers. 

But sometimes the alliances have already been made. In the 1 Corinthians passage, Paul is content to 

encourage believers who are married to unbelievers to remain together, as long as both are willing. 

Questions: What might the 2 Corinthians verse suggest about competing loyalties in our lives? How 

might someone who is a follower of Jesus impact the beliefs or practices of their spouse who does not 

follow Jesus? How might the beliefs or practices of a person who is not a follower of Jesus impact a 

spouse who is a disciple of Christ? 

Hebrews 10:24-25 

And let us consider how to provoke one another to love and good deeds, not neglecting to meet 

together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging one another, and all the more as you see the Day 

approaching. (For context, read Hebrews 10:19-25.) 

These verses illustrate that Christianity is not meant to be practiced only on a solitary level. 

Questions: In what ways do these verses highlight the "alliance effect" of a congregation? In what way 

do you see these or similar allying actions in your congregation? 

For Further Discussion 

1. Respond to this, from author Donald E. Miller, who abandoned church for a time, but then came back: 

"One thing that brought me back to church was asking simply: What are the alternatives to the church? 

Where are the communities that sanction the pursuit of meaning and truth as legitimate enterprise? … 
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that have material and personal resources to assist in this search? … that renew and inspire? … that 

provide a setting where children can be nurtured? … where births can be celebrated? … where social 

issues can be debated? There are a number of institutions that deal with one or several of these 

questions, but historically, the church has demonstrated its ability to energize all these activities." 

2. Comment on this, from Methodism's founder John Wesley: "Christianity is essentially a social religion, 

and to turn it into a solitary religion is indeed to destroy it." 

3. Discuss this: In 1999, Kirk Johnson, a New York Times reporter, ran the nation's toughest 

ultramarathon, the Badwater. Unlike regular marathons, such as the 26-mile New York event where 

runners compete against each other, ultramarathoners compete against the course itself. That's 

because ultramarathons are set in places of extreme hardship. Thus, if you finish within the established 

time frame, you have won. It's a personal contest. 

              Badwater is the worst of the ultramarathons. It's run across Death Valley in -- get this -- July. The 

footrace begins at Badwater, which at 282 feet below sea level is the lowest and hottest spot in the 

western hemisphere. The race goes 135 miles from there to the trailhead of Mount Whitney, the highest 

peak in the lower 48 states. The trailhead is at 8,360 feet. Runners, who must have a support team 

accompanying them, have to complete the race within 60 hours. They encounter temperatures of 120 

degrees and higher, 40-mph headwinds, and lightning storms. 

              Johnson was 41 years old and of average athletic ability when he learned about the race from a 

woman who'd done it. His decision to run it himself came after his older brother, without warning or 

hint of trouble, and without explanation, committed suicide. Struggling to comprehend his brother's 

surrender of life, Johnson gradually determined to run the race. 

              That decision led to months of training, and during that period, many of his coworkers at The 

Times questioned his plans. Johnson could give no clear answer, but he acknowledged that something 

other than logic drove him, something beyond himself. 

              The run proved to be every bit the grueling ordeal Johnson expected. During the dark hours of 

the second night, he hallucinated from exhaustion. Still, he finished. Forty-two runners started but nine 

dropped out, including some younger than Johnson. He came in second to last, but, of course, speed 

was never the issue. 

              Johnson later praised his crew. He wrote: "At Badwater, a runner's crew is everything. And that 

changes everything. In a place where a solitary heroic athlete … couldn't possibly be alone and survive 

for even a day -- let alone finish a race -- the puffed-up egotism of the marathon runner collapses upon 

itself. I will owe [crew members] Pat and Wayne a debt of love and gratitude for the rest of my life for 

what they did out there, because I know that on a fundamental level I didn't really do Badwater -- we 

did it, together. I learned that the greatest moments of bliss arise from the simplest of things, and that 

the list of what we really need in life is astonishingly short: We need each other. Our baggage, contrary 

to everything I'd imagined about the simplified life, is what gets us through." (From Johnson's book, To 

the Edge: Death Valley and the Mystery of Endurance, Warner Books, 2001, page 283.) 

Responding to the News 



TWW team member Mary Sells says: "Faith does not grow without 'food,' some of which is provided in 

the supportive environment of [a faith] community." This is a good time to be conscious of what "food" 

we have to bring to nourish others in our faith community.  

Prayer 

Help us, O Lord, as we are allied with other disciples of Jesus, to receive the nourishment that alliance 

has to offer and to contribute freely to the alliance so that others may benefit as well. In Jesus' name. 

Amen. 

Other News This Week 

U.S. Supreme Court Ruling Broadens Understanding of What Constitutes Free Exercise of Religion 

The Wired Word for the Week of July 17, 2022 

In the News 

On June 27, in Case 21-418 (Kennedy v. Bremerton School District), the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 6-3 in 

favor of former Bremerton (Washington) High School football coach, Joseph Kennedy, who knelt to pray 

on the field after games, stating that his actions were constitutionally protected private speech and free 

exercise of religion. The conservative justices in the majority asserted that the coach prayed after the 

games were over when he was no longer in charge of student athletes. 

Justice Neil Gorsuch wrote in the majority opinion, "The Constitution and the best of our traditions 

counsel mutual respect and tolerance, not censorship and suppression, for religious and nonreligious 

views alike." Not everything public school teachers and coaches say is subject to government control, he 

added.  

Gorsuch stated that while other earlier court cases involved prayer in public schools that was 

"problematically coercive," in Kennedy's situation, his prayers "were not publicly broadcast or recited to 

a captive audience," and students "were not required or expected to participate." 

According to the majority opinion, "Learning how to tolerate speech or prayer of all kinds is 'part of 

learning how to live in a pluralistic society,' a trait of character essential to 'a tolerant citizenry.'"  

"Respect for religious expressions is indispensable to life in a free and diverse Republic," Gorsuch 

concluded. 

Kennedy and his attorneys at First Liberty Institute welcomed the ruling. But Rachel Laser, the head of 

Americans United for the Separation of Church and State, which provided legal counsel to the 

Bremerton School District, said the decision "opens the door to much more coercive prayer in our public 

schools." 

Bremerton School District released a statement asserting that it had "followed the law and acted to 

protect the religious freedom of all students and their families." 



In their dissent, the three liberal justices in the minority argued that this decision allowed the coach to 

integrate his "personal religious beliefs into a school event." Justice Sonia Sotomayor wrote that "some 

students reported joining Kennedy's prayer because they felt social pressure to follow their coach and 

teammates." 

Sotomayor asserted that Gorsuch had "misconstrue[d] the facts" of the case by describing Kennedy's 

prayers as "private and quiet" when they actually had caused "severe disruption to school events." 

The decision in this case demonstrates the ongoing challenge of discerning the proper balance between 

the free speech and free exercise rights of authority figures in public schools and the rights of students 

not to feel compelled to participate in religious activities. 

Douglas Laycock, a University of Virginia law professor who specializes in the law regarding religious 

liberty, sought to clarify that the scope of the court's decision is limited, in that "It says only that 

teachers can pray in their private capacity, quietly and in isolation." He says the majority opinion does 

not specify whether teachers or coaches can pray when students are present.  

Nor does it define when speech is private or public. Legal scholars say that such questions will likely arise 

in future court cases concerning the boundaries of religious expression and freedom. 

More on this story can be found at these links: 

Supreme Court Sides With Coach Over Prayers at the 50-Yard Line. The New York Times 

Justices Side With High School Football Coach Who Prayed on the Field With Students. SCOTUS blog 

Posts Distort Supreme Court Ruling on Coach's Prayer. AP News 

Schools Uncertain What SCOTUS Prayer Ruling Means for Games. Mail Tribune  

The Big Questions 

1. When does private prayer or expression of one's faith become public? 

2. What might make an authority figure's exercise of religion manipulative, exploitative or coercive?  

3. Is the alternative to a manipulative, exploitative or coercive expression of religion necessarily a 

colorless, innocuous kind of religion devoid of power? Why or why not? 

4. What difference, if any, would it make if a coach or teacher works in a private, parochial, faith-based 

setting rather than in a public school? Should the rules for what kind of religious expression is permitted 

be different, depending on the context of the educational environment? Explain. 

5. Respond to this, from the editorial board of the Chicago Tribune: "Students come from all sorts of 

backgrounds and religions or no religion. In school, they are a captive and impressionable audience. 

Proselytizing devalues other religions and can constitute discrimination against students who hold 

minority beliefs. In the example of a football team, making an issue of religious differences can actually 

divide the team into outsiders versus insiders and work against team morale." The board took issue with 

the description of Kennedy's prayers on the 50-yard line as "private," adding, "the event was quite 
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public and, by its very nature, exclusionary of those who prefer not to join, which hardly sounds like the 

best way to build team unity in our increasingly diverse society." 

Confronting the News With Scripture and Hope 

Here are some Bible verses to guide your discussion: 

Matthew 6:1, 5-6 

[Jesus said,] "Beware of practicing your righteousness before others in order to be seen by them, for then 

you have no reward from your Father in heaven. … And whenever you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, 

for they love to stand and pray in the synagogues and at the street corners, so that they may be seen by 

others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But whenever you pray, go into your room and 

shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret, and your Father who sees in secret will reward 

you." (For context, read Matthew 6:1-18.)  

In this passage, Jesus urges his followers not to draw attention to ("sound a trumpet before you," v. 2) 

their religious activities, whether the giving of alms, prayers or fasting, so as to be seen by others and to 

receive their praise or admiration. Seeking human approval by practicing one's religion in public would 

lead to forfeiture of any possible reward from God in heaven, he said. 

We are not in a position to judge Coach Kennedy's motives for praying on the football field. Rather, we 

want to consider our own motives for engaging in religious activities, whether in public or in private. 

In her op-ed about the Supreme Court decision regarding Coach Kennedy's praying, author Anne Lamott 

wrote: "It offends me to see sanctimonious public prayer in any circumstance -- but a coach holding his 

players hostage while an audience watches his piety makes my skin crawl." 

Questions: When, if ever, does public prayer become hypocritical? Sanctimonious? A show for the sake 

of appearances alone? Besides losing any reward from God, what else might be lost by practicing one's 

righteousness before others in order to be seen by them? 

Luke 14:21-24 

[Jesus said,] "So the slave returned and reported this to his master. Then the owner of the house became 

angry and said to his slave, 'Go out at once into the streets and lanes of the town and bring in the poor, 

the crippled, the blind, and the lame.' And the slave said, 'Sir, what you ordered has been done, and there 

is still room.' Then the master said to the slave, 'Go out into the roads and lanes, and compel people to 

come in, so that my house may be filled. For I tell you, none of those who were invited will taste my 

dinner.'" (For context, read Luke 14:12-24.) 

In verses 12-14, Jesus instructed the person who had invited him to dinner not to invite friends, relatives 

or rich people to lunch or dinner, because they had the means to reciprocate. Instead, Jesus said it 

would be better to invite "the poor, the crippled, the blind, and the lame" who were not able to repay 

the kindness, because then the host would be repaid "at the resurrection of the righteous." 
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Here, just as in the Matthew 6 text above, Jesus emphasized practicing one's faith or giving to others not 

to gain immediate rewards for oneself, but simply because it is the right thing to do, to care for those in 

need. 

Then Jesus told a story about someone who invited many people to a great dinner. When the date of 

the event arrived, the invited guests all began making excuses about why they couldn't come. 

Presumably, they had previously accepted the invitation, and then backed out at the last minute, leaving 

the host with tables full of food that would be wasted.  

To solve the problem, the host ordered that the invitation be sent to the least and those previously left 

out: the poor, the crippled, the blind and the lame. When the banquet hall still had room for more, the 

host ordered his servant to go out into the roads and lanes, to compel people to come in. Who were 

they likely to find on the street? Travelers, foreigners, homeless people, migrants, or refugees, perhaps? 

The host did not force those who rejected his invitation to come to his dinner. In fact, they were 

excluded from the festivities, by their own choice. But those who had been left off the invitation list at 

first were later included. 

The hidden message in the story, which comes up in Jesus' teaching and elsewhere in the New 

Testament, probably had something to do with the idea that when the Jews, who were called by God, 

turned away from him, the invitation into the kingdom would be extended to the Gentiles or non-Jews.  

In his Sermon 37, "The Nature of Enthusiasm," John Wesley, the founder of Methodism, wrote: "Never 

dream of forcing men into the ways of God. Think yourself, and let think. Use no constraint in matters of 

religion. Even those who are farthest out of the way never compel to come in by any other means than 

reason, truth, and love. Beware, lastly, of imagining you shall obtain the end without using the means 

conducive to it. God can give the end without any means at all; but you have no reason to think He will. 

Therefore constantly and carefully use all those means which He has appointed to be the ordinary 

channels of His grace. Use every means which either reason or Scripture recommends, as conducive 

(through the free love of God in Christ) either to the obtaining or increasing any of the gifts of God." 

Question: What is the difference between forcing or constraining people into the ways of God and using 

every means God has appointed as ordinary channels of God's grace as conducive (through the free love 

of God in Christ)? 

Galatians 2:11-14 

But when Cephas came to Antioch, I opposed him to his face because he stood self-condemned, for until 

certain people came from James, he used to eat with the gentiles. But after they came, he drew back and 

kept himself separate for fear of the circumcision faction. And the other Jews joined him in this hypocrisy, 

so that even Barnabas was led astray by their hypocrisy. But when I saw that they were not acting 

consistently with the truth of the gospel, I said to Cephas before them all, "If you, though a Jew, live like a 

gentile and not like a Jew, how can you compel the gentiles to live like Jews?" (For context, 

read Galatians 2:11-21.)  
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In this letter, Paul described a conflict he had with a Jewish church leader named Cephas, who initially 

had accepted Gentile followers of Christ without making any demands that they practice the Jewish 

religion. It is often assumed that this is Simon Peter, since Cephas is the Aramaic for "rock," which is the 

nickname Jesus gave to Simon. But some scholars believe Cephas may have been the name of a different 

church leader. 

In any case, Cephas was apparently intimidated by the hardliners when they arrived, and withdrew from 

the Gentile believers. That's because Jews and Gentiles weren't supposed to eat together, unless the 

Gentiles first became circumcised and adopted the Jewish religion.  

Questions: What is "the truth of the gospel" to which Paul refers, and how were the actions of Cephas 

and Barnabas inconsistent with that truth? 

What might be a modern-day equivalent of a religious leader "compelling the gentiles to live like Jews"?  

How does this passage connect with the topic of pressuring people from different or no religious 

backgrounds to participate in religious activities from a particular tradition? 

Mark 10:19-22 

[Jesus said,] "You know the commandments: 'You shall not murder. You shall not commit adultery. You 

shall not steal. You shall not bear false witness. You shall not defraud. Honor your father and mother.'" 

He said to him, "Teacher, I have kept all these since my youth." Jesus, looking at him, loved him and said, 

"You lack one thing; go, sell what you own, and give the money to the poor, and you will have treasure in 

heaven; then come, follow me." When he heard this, he was shocked and went away grieving, for he had 

many possessions. (For context, read Mark 10:17-27.) 

A rich man came to Jesus, asking what he had to do to inherit eternal life (v. 17). The very question 

revealed the man's lack of spiritual insight. Even in ordinary human relations, it is not normal to talk 

about doing something to gain an inheritance. Instead, the person with the estate bestows an 

inheritance upon those he or she chooses as heirs. This principle is even more pronounced when we are 

talking about spiritual matters. There is absolutely nothing humans can do to earn eternal life, which is a 

free gift from God (Romans 6:23). 

But if the man wanted to base his claim to eternal life on his own actions, Jesus invited him to pursue his 

train of thought to the logical conclusion. He recited a number of the commandments, which the man 

said he had kept from his youth. Perceiving that the man was either deceiving himself about how 

righteous he really was, or else that he somehow suspected that his own self-righteousness was not 

enough to gain eternal life, Jesus pinpointed the man's problem: He was so attached to his possessions 

that he was unwilling to part with them, even for the sake of the poor, to gain treasure in heaven, or to 

begin a relationship with Jesus as his disciple. 

Mark tells us that Jesus loved this man. But as Matthew Rohrs, HOPE's Director of Spiritual Integrity, 

writes: "Jesus didn't run after him. He didn't beg him to follow him. He didn't say, 'Now, I was just 

testing you to see how you would respond. You don't really have to give away everything to be my 
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disciple!' Jesus didn't try to get his disciples to surround the young ruler in order to collectively convince 

him to follow the Savior. Jesus let him walk away." 

We don't know whether the man ever sought Jesus out again. 

Questions: What can we learn about the exercise of one's personal spiritual authority from the way 

Jesus handled this encounter? Why does it require faith to let go of the need to see someone we love 

embrace faith in Jesus? What else can we do when someone we love walks away from Christ? 

For Further Discussion 

1. Discuss this, from Rev. Todd Donatelli, a retired Episcopal priest: "The Supreme Court's recent 

decision that a school director/coach can lead prayers with those groups ignores entirely the power and 

pressure of a director/coach over the young people they are leading. The person who determines who 

plays, the person whose behavior establishes what it means to be a member of the team/group, the 

person whose demeanor establishes overtly and covertly who is a 'real' member of the group/team, 

should in no way be able to establish a religious practice as part of the group/team's activities. 

              "To ask a teenager to disagree with, to stand in contradiction to a director's/coach's action, to 

say, 'Thank you, but no coach,' and to go stand apart from the team (of which they wish to be a part) 

while the coach acts out their religious practice is to ignore completely the power relationship between 

an adult and a teenager. Even if the director/coach states participation is not required, this still ignores 

the pressure for that young person to conform to the actions of the director/coach who holds the young 

person's participation in their hands." 

              Whatever you think of Donatelli's interpretation of the Supreme Court's recent decision, how do 

you assess his concerns? And how should those concerns be handled by educators?    

2. According to James Madison, the fourth president of the United States, "Religion and government will 

both exist in greater purity the less they are mixed together." Agree or disagree or "it depends"? If the 

latter, on what would this depend? 

              How might one argue that coach Kennedy was mixing the two, and how might one argue that he 

was not.  

3. How should people in authority determine where the boundaries are for the proper exercise of their 

power? How can people in positions of influence exercise their power in ways that respect the moral 

agency, autonomy and free will of those in their sphere of influence?  

4. Consider this, from The Wired Word team member, Malia Miller: "As a former athlete who attended 

and participated in athletics through college and coached at both high school and collegiate levels and 

as an education professional, I have experienced how challenging it is to appropriately interpret and 

practice separation of church and state. 

              "When I was between the ages of 7 to 13, my first gymnastics coach was a Christian and a public 

school PE teacher. She was so concerned about taking us to gymnastic meets on Sundays, that she held 

church service on the bus as we traveled to the meets. She was one of the most powerful influences on 

my youthful faith journey. Clearly, she was violating separation of church and state, but no one 
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questioned the fact that she was interested in the development of her athletes holistically. Even as a 

young child, I realized that she was the first person outside of my family and church who demonstrated 

by her actions that she cared about my soul. 

              "When I went to a public college, many of my teammates were devout Christians, so we prayed 

before and after meets. Our coach joined in, but didn't lead the prayers. The non-Christian team 

members never complained and frequently joined in the prayer, although there was no judgment from 

others when they didn't. 

              "When I became a coach in public schools, I prayed with my athletes prior to meets, knowing 

that I was taking a risk of violating school policy. Fortunately, I  had no 'pushback' from athletes or 

parents. Echoes of my first coach bolstered the importance of valuing all aspects of my athletes -- body, 

mind, spirit -- and motivated me to continue.  Although I am ashamed to admit that if I had been 

threatened with dismissal, I don't believe I would have had the courage to risk my livelihood. 

              "Ironically, I am now working in a private Catholic high school but paid through the local public 

school as an "auxiliary service employee."  I was told when hired that I may not attend mass or 

participate in any religious activities at the school due to church/state separation. I am employed to 

work as a counselor in a school whose very mission is faith-based, but forbidden to express my Christian 

values!! 

              "To further complicate matters, I am also an instructor at a local public community college and a 

private Christian college. At the Christian college, I am evaluated on how well I express my Christian faith 

and how well I integrate Christian values in the context of the course. At the public college, I may not 

discuss my Christian faith. Needless to say, my professional life is a constant juggling act when it comes 

to how I express my Christian persona. 

              "How do we practice our faith in a non-intrusive way? Even in the Christian setting where I am 

free to express my Christian values, I am mindful that God is at work in everyone, and that it is never 

productive to be coercive about faith."  

Responding to the News 

Perhaps this is a good time to think about how to pray for those you love who have not chosen the path 

of Jesus. How would Jesus pray for them? Then commit to pray that way for them. 

Prayer 

O God, show us how to use our positions of authority and influence to bless others, and not for personal 

aggrandizement. Guide us to live out our faith in ways that honor you and respect others. Amen. 
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